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Titles and Abstracts

Global attractors for non-autonomous
quasi-geostrophic equations in R2

Reinhard Farwig
Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany

In a joint work with Chenyin Qian (Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China) we
consider the non-autonomous surface quasi-geostrophic equations with fractional dissi-
pation

θt +u ·∇θ +(−∆)αθ = f (x, t) in R2 × (0,∞)

in the subcritical case 1/2 < α ≤ 1, with initial condition θ(x,0) = θ 0 and given external
force f (x, t). Here the real scalar function θ is the so-called potential temperature, and
the incompressible velocity field u is determined by θ via Riesz operators.

In this talk we discuss the existence of the compact global so-called uniform attractor
A ⊂ Hs(R2) when s > 2(1−α).



A geometric characterization of the spaces
of harmonic Lr-vector fields over exterior domains

Taku Yanagisawa
Nara Women’s University, Japan

We consider the spaces of harmonic vector fields u in Lr(Ω) for 1 < r < ∞ over three
dimensional exterior domains Ω with smooth boundary ∂Ω subject to the boundary con-
ditions u ·ν = 0 and u×ν = 0, where ν denotes the unit outward normal to ∂Ω. Denoting
these spaces by X r

har(Ω) and V r
har(Ω) respectively, it is shown that, in spite of the lack of

compactness of Ω, both of these spaces are finite dimensional. We further characterize
the dimensions of the spaces X r

har(Ω) and V r
har(Ω) by topological invariants of the domain

Ω. It shall be noticed, in particular, that the dimension of V r
har(Ω) differs depending on

whether r ∈ (1,3/2] or r ∈ (3/2,∞).
If possible, we would touch on the Hodge decomposition of Lr-vector fields over three

dimensional exterior domains.
These results are based on the collaboration with Hideo Kozono (Waseda University),

Matthias Hieber (Technische Universität Darmstadt), Senjo Shimizu (Kyoto University)
and Anton Seyfert (Technische Universität Darmstadt).



Global Navier-Stokes flows for non-decaying initial data
with slowly decaying oscillation

Tai-Peng Tsai
University of British Columbia, Canada

Consider the Cauchy problem of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in R3 with
uniformly locally square integrable initial data. If the square integral of the initial datum
on a ball vanishes as the ball goes to infinity, the existence of a time-global weak solution
has been known. However, such data do not include constants, and the only known global
solutions for non-decaying data are either for perturbations of constants, or when the
velocity gradients are in Lp with finite p. In this talk, I will outline how to construct
global weak solutions for non-decaying initial data whose local oscillations decay, no
matter how slowly. This is a joint work with my student Hyunju Kwon.



Necessary and sufficient condition on initial data for solutions
in the Serrin class of the Navier-Stokes equations

Senjo Shimizu
Kyoto University, Japan

In this talk I will consider the Cauchy problem of the Navier-Stokes equations in Rn

with initial data a in the homogeneous Besov space Ḃ
−1+ n

p
p,q for n < p < ∞ and 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞.

We show that the Stokes flow et∆a can be controlled in the Serrin class Lα,q(0,∞; Ḃ0
r,1)

for all p < r < ∞ and 2 < α < ∞ satisfying 2
α + n

r = 1. As a result, the global existence
theorem of mild solutions for the small initial data is established in the Serrin class. Con-
versely, if the global solution belongs to the Serrin class Lα,q(0,∞;Lr) for some n < r < ∞
and 2 < α < ∞ satisfying 2

α + n
r = 1 and 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, then the initial data necessarily be-

longs to Ḃ
−1+ n

r
r,q . Moreover, analyticity of such solutions is clarified. Our method is based

on a priori estimates of higher derivatives of solutions in Lk with Hölder continuity in time
(0,∞). This is a joint work with Prof. Kozono (Waseda) and Dr. Okada (Kyoto).



Characterization of solutions to Navier-Stokes
with sharp algebraic decay

Lorenzo Brandolese
Université Lyon 1, France

We characterize the set of functions u0 ∈ L2(Rn) such that the solution of the problem
ut = L u in Rn × (0,∞) starting from u0 satisfy upper and lower bounds of the form
c(1+t)−γ ≤∥u(t)∥2 ≤ c′(1+t)−γ . Here L is in a large class of linear pseudo-differential
operator with homogeneous symbol (including the Laplacian, the fractional Laplacian,
etc.). Applications to nonlinear PDEs will be discussed: in particular our characterization
provides necessary and sufficient conditions on u0 for a solution of the Navier–Stokes
system to satisfy sharp upper-lower decay estimates as above.



Lq-Lr estimate of the evolution operator arising
from fluid motion past a rotating obstacle, with applications

to the Navier-Stokes initial value problem
Toshiaki Hishida

Nagoya University, Japan
Let us consider the motion of a viscous incompressible fluid in 3D exterior domains

(with smooth boundaries) when the obstacle (rigid body) moves with prescribed time-
dependent translational and angular velocities η(t), ω(t), while the fluid is at rest at spa-
tial infinity. Suppose they converge to some constant vectors η∞, ω∞, respectively, as
t → ∞. The existence of a unique global solution with small initial velocity taken from
L3 for the case (η∞,ω∞) = (0,0) has been studied by the present author [4]. In this talk I
would like to discuss more relevant case (η∞,ω∞) ̸= (0,0). When they are small enough
(and the external force is absent for simplicity), there is a steady flow (us, ps) (unique in
the small ∥us∥L3,∞) with respect to a frame attached to the moving obstacle with the rigid
motion η∞ +ω∞ × x, see Galdi and Silvestre [1], Heck, Kim and Kozono [3]; in fact, by
the Mozzi-Chasles transform, the steady problem can be reduced to the particular case
when the translational and angular velocities are parallel each other, which was studied
in the literature above. The linearization around the steady flow (us, ps) mentioned above
leads to the non-autonomous system

∂tu+us ·∇u+u ·∇us = ∆u−∇p+(η(t)+ω(t)× x) ·∇u−ω(t)×u,
div u = 0.

Analysis of the initial value problem for this system subject to the homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition is the essential step. We first show that the linearized operator gener-
ates the evolution operator {T (t,s)}t≥s≥0 on the solenoidal Lq-space for 1 < q < ∞. The
construction of a parametrix of the evolution operator is performed along the approach
introduced by Hansel and Rhandi [2], who studied the case us = 0, and it is based on a
certain iteration combined with a cut-off procedure. This procedure provides us with the
Lq-Lr smoothing rates of T (t,s) near the initial time t = s although it is out of class of
parabolic evolution operators in the sense of Tanabe on account of the drift term whose
coefficient is the rigid motion. We then follow more or less the idea of [4] based on a
duality argument with use of the first energy relation as well as a cut-off technique to
develop the Lq-Lr decay estimates of the evolution operator T (t,s) and its adjoint T (t,s)∗

as (t − s) → ∞ provided that ∥us∥L3,∞ is small enough (which is accomplished for small
η∞, ω∞).
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Stability problem for a constant equilibrium
to the compressible Navier-Stokes-Korteweg system

Takayuki Kobayashi
Osaka University, Japan

We consider the stability problem for a constant equilibrium to the compressible
Navier-Stokes-Korteweg system. It is known that the system describes two phase flow
with phase transition between liquid and vapor as a diffuse interface model in a com-
pressible fluid. Concerning time decay estimate, Y. Wang and Z. Tan in 2011 show con-
vergence rates of L2 norm of a solution for 3 dimensional case under small initial value
around constant equilibrium. The decay rate is same as that of heat kernel. In this talk
concerning the linearized problem, the decay estimates with diffusive wave property for
initial date are derived. Furthermore, as an application, we give time decay estimate of a
solution to nonlinear system. In contrast to the compressible Navier-Stokes system, for
linear system regularities of initial dates are lower and independent of the order of deriva-
tive of the solution owing to smoothing effect from the Korteweg tensor. Furthermore,
for the nonlinear system diffusive wave properties are obtained with initial dates having
lower regularity.



Blow up criteria of compressible Navier-Stokes flow
Hi Jun Choe

Yonsei University, Korea
We study blow up criterion of strong solutions of compressible Navier-Stokes equa-

tions in terms of density. The global existence of weak solutions is proved by Lions and
Feireisl- Novotny-Petzeltova. But the existence of strong solution is known only for lo-
cal in time which is unique. Recently the maximum existence time of strong solution is
characterized by essential superemum norm of density. We improve the criterion by the
integral norm of density which is rather significant if we consider the continuity equation
and the weak compactness for approximations.



On the regularity of the steady p-Stokes problem
Michael Růžička

Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg, Germany
In this talk, we discuss the question of full natural regularity up to the boundary of the

p-Stokes problem.



Stability for Calderon-type inverse problems
Horst Heck

Bern University of Applied Sciences, Switzerland
In this talk we consider stability issues for Calderon-type inverse problems with par-

tial data. We show, that a reflection technique can be used to improve stability estimates
for certain types of underlying domains. In particular, we shall present two recent results
on stability estimates. The first result deals with increasing stability in the identification
of the potential in the Schrödinger equation. The other result describes log-type stabil-
ity estimates in the identification of the zeroth order perturbation (the potential) of the
biharmonic operator.

The presented results are joint work with Anupam Pal Choudhury.



Well-posedness of the initial value problem for incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations under the Lagrangian coordinate

Takayoshi Ogawa
Tohoku University, Japan

We consider the Cauchy problem of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:
∂t ũ+(ũ ·∇)ũ+∇p = ∆ũ, t > 0,y ∈ Rn,

div ũ = 0 t > 0,y ∈ Rn,

ũ(0,y) = u0(y), t = 0,y ∈ Rn,

(NS)

where ũ and p̃ are the unknown functions denoting the velocity and pressure of fluids.
Applying the Fujita-Kato principle, it is known that the system is well-posed under the

scaling critical Besov spaces Ḃ
−1+ n

p
p,σ (Rn) for all 1 ≤ p < ∞ and 1 ≤ σ ≤ ∞ (Cannnone-

Planchon 1996, Amann 2001), and it is ill-posed for p = ∞ and 1 ≤ σ ≤ ∞ (Bourgain-
Pavlović [JFA 2001], Yoneda [JFA 2010], B. Wang [Adv. Math. 2015]). On the other
hand, the system can be transformed into a quasi-linear system of parabolic type equation
under the Lagrangian coordinate:y → x with

y j(t) = x j +
∫ t

0
ũ j(s,y(s))ds

and the system can be transformed into the initial value problem of quasi-linear parabolic
equation without the convection term. Danchin-Mucha [CPAM 2012] showed the global
well-posedness for the density dependent incompressible Navier-Stokes equation with
small data under the condition on the solution space 1 ≤ p < 2n. For the density indepen-
dent case, we show the global well-posedness of the transformed equation in the critical

scaling Besov spaces Ḃ
−1+ n

p
p,1 (Rn) for all 1 ≤ p < ∞ globally in time for small data. The

key ingredient for the proof is employing global maximal L1-regularity for the inhomo-

geneous Stokes equation in the critical Besov space Ḃ
−1+ n

p
p,1 (Rn) and show an improved

bilinear estimate under the generalized divergence-curl structure.
This talk is based on a joint work with Senjo Shimizu (Kyoto University).



On the Type I blow-up for the incompressible Euler equations
Dongho Chae

Chung-Ang University, Korea
In this talk we discuss the Type I blow up and the related problems in the 3D Euler

equations. We say a solution v to the Euler equations satisfies Type I condition at possible
blow up time T∗ if limsupt↗T∗(T∗− t)∥∇v(t)∥L∞ <+∞. The scenario of Type I blow up is
a natural generalization of the self-similar(or discretely self-similar) blow up. We present
some recent progresses of our study in this direction. In particular we can show that the
atomic concentration of energy is excluded under the Type I condition. This result, in
particular, solves the problem of removing discretely self-similar blow up in the energy
conserving scale, since one point energy concentration is necessarily accompanied under
such blow up. We also localize previous result by Chae and Hou-Luo that “small Type I
blow up” is absent. These are joint works with J. Wolf.



Improved Hardy inequalities
Tohru Ozawa

Waseda University, Japan
We rewrite the standard Hardy inequality in the form of an equality with radial deriva-

tive in Rn for n ≥ 3. Then we present another Hardy inequalities with radial and spherical
derivatives in Rn for n ≥ 2. We also discuss those optimality and nonexistence of nontriv-
ial extremizers.



Global existence of solutions with non-decaying initial data
2D(3D)-Navier-Stokes IBVP in half-plane(space)

Paolo Maremonti
Università degli Studi della Campania Luigi Vanvitelli, Italy

In paper [1], we investigate on the global (in time) regular solutions to the Navier-
Stokes initial boundary value problem in the half-plane R2

+ with initial data u0 ∈L∞(R2
+)∩

J2
0(R2

+) or with non decaying initial data u0 ∈ L∞(R2
+)∩ Jp

0 (R
2
+), p > 2 . Here and below

Jq
0 :=completion of C0 with respect to the ∥∇ · ∥q. We introduce a technique that allows

us to solve the two-dimesional problem, and nevertheless, it is employed to obtain weak
solutions, for non decaying initial data, to the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes Cauchy
problem and IBVP in the half-space. Actually, assuming that the initial data belongs to
L∞(Ω)∩ Jq

0(Ω), Ω ≡ R3 or R3
+, for some q ∈ (3,∞), then there exists a suitable weak

solution (v,πv). The two-dimensional result is in the wake of a recent literature (see
e.g.[2]-[4]). Instead, apart from the special result in [5], the three-dimensional one has
only some contributions as [6, 7].
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A journey through the world of periodic solutions :
from the Keller-Segel model to geophysical flows

Matthias Hieber
Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany

In this talk we consider various approaches to mild and strong period solutions to
semilinear equations and discuss in particular periodic solutions to the Keller-Segel equa-
tions, to stratified fluid models and to the primitive equations.



Large time behavior of solutions to the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations in a cylinder under the slip boundary condition

Yoshiyuki Kagei
Kyushu University, Japan

In this talk, we consider the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in a cylinder under
the slip boundary condition. It is shown that if the initial data is smooth and sufficiently
close to the motionless state, then there exists a unique solution globally in time. Further-
more, we show that the large time behavior of the solution is described by a superposition
of one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion waves and a diffusive rigid rotation.



Well-posedness of a Navier-Stokes/mean curvature flow system
Helmut Abels

Universität Regensburg, Germany
We consider a two-phase flow of two incompressible, viscous and immiscible fluids

which are separated by a sharp interface in the case of a simple phase transition. In this
model the interface is no longer material and its evolution is governed by a convective
mean curvature flow equation, which is coupled to a two-phase Navier-Stokes equation
with Young-Laplace law. The problem arises as a sharp interface limit of a diffuse in-
terface model, which consists of a Navier-Stokes system coupled with an Allen-Cahn
equation. We prove existence of strong solutions for sufficiently small times and regular
initial data. To this end the free boundary value problem is reduced to a nonlocal abstract
evolution equation for a height function describing the evolving interface between the
fluids.



Existence and uniqueness results for weak solutions
of elliptic equations with singular drifts in weak Lebesgue spaces

Hyunseok Kim
Sogang University, Korea

We consider the Dirichlet problem for second-order linear elliptic equations with the
first-order term given by a singular vector field u. We briefly review some known re-
sults for weak solutions in W 1,p when u ∈ Ln, where n ≥ 3 is the spatial dimension. We
then present new existence and uniqueness results for weak solutions in W 1,p that allow
more singular u, that is, u belonging to the weak-Ln space but having nonnegative weak
divergence.


